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Healthier pupils
Children who are physically active also become more 
active pupils in school. The ability to learn increases, as 
well as concentration. The children sleep better at night 
and perform better during daytime.

A walk or a bicycle ride to school is important exercise 
in an increasingly sedentary everyday life. It is also a 
healthy way to develop your maturity in handling traffic.

Walking or cycling to school leads to an increased 
physical activity, which in turn leads to healthier children 
who can concentrate better at the school desk.

DId you know that:

Children should move at least 60 
minutes a day. It is hard to reach 
that without everyday exercise, 
like walking or cycling to school.



Role models
We grownups are role models. Therefor, our travelling 
habits, as parents and teachers, have a great influence 
on the children. It is important to provide a good 
example in order to give the children sustainable 
travelling habits, since habits are created at an early age.

Be a role model – walk or cycle to work  
instead of taking the car

We often feel more energized at work after a walk or 
a bike ride. If we decrease the use of cars, it will have 
positive effects on the environment and on our own 
health. There will also be more left in your wallet.  
It creates a calmer and safer local environment and  
we will have less stress in  
our everyday life.



ABC 123

Cleaner air
Travels and transports constitute a significant part of 
all the emissions produced by society. The emissions 
have to be reduced in order to get a better environment 
and so that younger and future generations will not be 
affected by climate changes.

The car can be a good means of transport, but today it 
is used too often. Not least when it comes to shorter car 
rides where we could leave the car at home and instead 
walk, cycle or go by public transport, in order to reduce 
the emissions of carbon dioxide. 



Independent children
Children who can get to school by themselves will feel 
more satisfied and perform better.

”Children who do not travel independently, that is 
to say without the supervision of their parents, lose 
their natural ability to explore their local environment 
and to interact with friends on their own. This leads 
to them becoming less independent and safe in their 
local environment. 

The studies regarding an increase in car travel also 
make the connection to the increase in poor mental 
health among children and adolescents that can be 
seen today.”

Source: Jessica Westman, doctor of psychology at CTF, the Centre for Service Research at the 
university of Karlstad.

A school trip is a possibility for children  
and adolescents to participate  
in activities that make them  
energized and happy,  
which may lay the  
foundation for how  
they feel for the  
rest of the day.



A safer way to school
The traffic situation outside the school is often 
experienced as unsafe and insecure due to all the car 
traffic. Often this insecurity is caused by the parents 
in their cars, dropping off or picking up their children, 
driving the cars into the school area.

In order to create a safer and more secure school 
environment, you as a parent can avoid driving your 
children by car unless it is absolutely necessary.

If you as a parent feel that the car is the only alternative, 
you should drop off your child in  safe way.

You could for example drop your child off a bit away 
from the school. Then your child could walk the last part 
of the way on a road designated for pedestrians and 
bicyclists or on the sidewalk, by themselves or together 
with you.

Car-pooling is another good alternative to reduce the 
number of cars near the school.

Is my child mature enough to handle traffic?

In order to walk and cycle safely in traffic, and to 
become mature enough to handle traffic, it is important 
to get practical experience at an early age. This is 
where the school and you as a parent have a common 
responsibility.



When your child will reach the maturity where they 
are ready to move along the streets by themselves, is 
very much up to the individual. This is something you 
as a parent have to determine. But in order to reach the 
maturity to handle traffic, children must from an early 
age get the experience of moving within street space 
(traffic environment, roads, vehicles and travellers). They 
get this experience by walking or cycling to school and 
other activities together with their parents.

Through support and guidance, children learn how to 
perceive situations in traffic, and how to behave so that 
they can get to school by themselves.

Being transported to school by car, up to the  
age of 10-12, will not give the same maturity  
in handling traffic as if the child had  
walked or cycled by themselves  
or with a parent since preschool.



Did you know that…
...the unsafe and insecure traffic situation 
around a school is most often caused by 
parents dropping off or picking up their 
children by car.

...if children get to walk or cycle to school every 
day, their ability to perform increases.

...if children get to practise being in traffic, they 
may become mature enough to handle traffic 
earlier than if they are being transported by car.

...50% of all the car rides in Sundsvall are 
shorter than five kilometers. Many of them can 
be replaced by bike or by a walk.

...a bicycle helmet reduces the risk for fatal 
head injuries by 40%. 


